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gamesTakutō is a traditional musical instrument played by Japanese musicians from Tohoku,
Nagano, Iwate and Hokkaido. It is similar in construction to the Japanese biwa and is similar in size
to the western tambourine. Two types of takutō (大鼓) are generally played together: one small, one
large. They are intended to be played in a duet and are often included in ensembles that include
biwa. Construction Takutō are made of wood, and are approximately 20 cm by 20 cm by 5 cm.
They are hand-made in Tohoku, and are intended to be played solo. The pitch is tuned to the natural
length of the bowstring. A large takutō has a tuning hole at the tip and is played with the fingers. A
small one has no hole at the tip, and a little string is attached on the back. It is played with a
drumstick. It is sometimes played with a stick, but the takutō are usually played with a hand. Takutō
were originally made from dried horse hooves, but today are made from cedar. The strings are
made from pig intestine, and the key is made from bone. The instrument is set on a wooden base
and can be used as a rattling instrument by attaching the keys. Takutō are usually played in a duet,
often in combination with the biwa. The two types of takutō (大鼓) are often used in Japanese
ensembles such as the Tōno biwa-tsuki (鳴のべのつき) (Tōno biwa-tsuki ensemble), an ensemble with
the biwa and takutō, and the kab
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